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Outline

 Baryon acoustic oscillations as a standard ruler.

 Introduce the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and its 
Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey.

 Overview of some BOSS cosmological results.

 Present eBOSS and DESI as the next steps in 
the study of large-scale structure.

Perseus Cluster

Lupton & SDSS



Dark Energy
 Many possible explanations 

for the accelerating 
expansion have been 
advanced.  
 Cosmological constant

 New force of nature

 Modification to gravity

 Extra dimensions

 Your favorite here

 All are exotic, and none is so 
aesthetically compelling as to 
be the obvious preference.

 What more can we do 
observationally?

 Main path is very accurate 
distance measurements, 
1% and better!



Baryon Acoustic Oscillations

 Sound waves propagating in the first 400,000 years after 
the Big Bang create a distinctive feature in galaxy 
clustering: pairs of galaxies are slightly more likely to be 
separated by 500 million light-years than by 400 or 600.

 When we see this pattern in the clustering data as an 
angular scale, we can infer the distance to the galaxies.
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Acoustic Oscillations in the CMB

 Although there are fluctuations on all scales, 
there is a characteristic angular scale.



Acoustic Oscillations in the CMB

WMAP team (Bennett et al. 2003)



Acoustic Oscillations in the CMB

Planck Consortium (2013)



Sound Waves in the Early Universe

Before recombination:

 Universe is ionized. 

 Photons provide enormous 

pressure and restoring force.  

 Perturbations oscillate as 

acoustic waves.

After recombination:

 Universe is neutral.

 Photons can travel freely 

past the baryons.

 Perturbations grow by 

gravitational instability.
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Sound Waves

 Each initial overdensity (in 
DM & gas) is an overpressure 
that launches a spherical 
sound wave.

 This wave travels outwards at 
57% of the speed of light.

 Pressure-providing photons 
decouple at recombination.  
Sound speed plummets.  
Wave stalls at a radius of 150 
Mpc.

 We see the decoupling 
photons as the CMB, with the 
modulations due to the sound 
waves!

 Overdensity in shell (gas) 
and in the original center 
(dark matter) both seed the 
formation of galaxies.  
Preferred separation of 150 
Mpc (500 million light-
years).



A Statistical Signal

 The Universe is a super-

position of these shells.

 Hence, we do not expect 

to see bullseyes in the 

galaxy distribution.

 Instead, we get a 1% 

bump in the correlation 

function.



Acoustic Oscillations 

in Fourier Space

 A crest launches a planar 
sound wave, which at 
recombination may or 
may not be in phase 
with another crest.  

 Get a sequence of 
constructive and 
destructive interferences 
as a function of 
wavenumber.

 Peaks are weak —
suppressed by the baryon 
fraction.

Linear regime matter 

power spectrum



A Standard Ruler
 The acoustic oscillation scale depends on the sound speed 

and the propagation time. 
 These depend on the matter-to-radiation ratio (Wmh2) and the 

baryon-to-photon ratio (Wbh
2).

 The CMB anisotropies measure these and fix the oscillation 
scale.  Known to 0.3% from Planck data.

 When we see this pattern in the clustering data as an 
angular scale, we can infer the distance to the galaxies.



A Standard Ruler

 In cosmology, we 
actually measure 
distances along and 
across the line of sight 
differently.

 In a redshift survey, we 
can measure the 
clustering in both 
directions.

 Yields H(z) and DA(z)! Observer

dr = (c/H)dzdr = DAdq



Mapping the Universe

 The easiest way to map the 

density of the Universe at 

low redshift is with galaxy 

surveys.

 We make two-dimen.

maps with imaging

and then add the 

third dimension with 

spectroscopy.

 Largest 3-d maps use 

about a million galaxies.

SDSS redshift survey

image credit: Blanton



The Sloan Digital Sky Survey

 The SDSS is the world’s 
largest galaxy redshift survey, 
using a dedicated 2.5-meter 
telescope in New Mexico, US.

 Project began in 1990, started 
taking data in 1998.  Still 
running!

 World’s largest compilation of 
astronomical spectroscopy: 
about 4 million objects.

 Support from Sloan 
Foundation, DOE, NSF, and 
over 50 member institutions 
from around the world.



SDSS-III Collaboration
• Univ. of Arizona • Brazilian Participation Group (ON and 4 universities) 

• Brookhaven National Lab • Cambridge Univ. • Carnegie-Mellon Univ.

• Case Western Univ. • Fermilab • Univ. of Florida • French Participation 

Group (APC, CEA, IAP, LAM, Besancon) • German Participation Group 

(AIP, MPIA, ZAH) • Harvard Univ. • Instituto de Astrofisica de Canarias

• Instituto de Astrofisica de Andalucia, Granada • IFIC Valencia

• ICREA Barcelona • INAF Treiste • Johns Hopkins Univ. • UC Irvine

• Korean Institute for Advanced Study • Lawrence Berkeley National Lab

• MPA Garching • MPE Garching • Michigan St Univ./Notre Dame/JINA

• New Mexico State Univ. • New York Univ. • Ohio State Univ. • Penn State 

Univ. • Univ. of Pittsburgh • Univ. of Portsmouth • Princeton Univ.

• UC Santa Cruz • Texas Christian Univ. • Univ. of Tokyo • Univ. of Utah

• Vanderbilt Univ. • Univ. of Virginia • Univ. of Washington

• Univ. of Wisconsin • Yale Univ. (Italics indicate smaller members)



SDSS-III Baryon Oscillation 

Spectroscopic Survey

 SDSS-III operated from summer 2008 to summer 2014.

 BOSS was designed to be the definitive study of the low-

redshift BAO and the best large-scale structure sample yet.

 10,000 deg2 and 1.5M 

spectra of massive 

galaxies out to z=0.75.

 Plus 160K z>2 quasars 

to look for BAO in the 

Lyman a forest.

 Seeking 1% distance

from galaxy BAO 

measurements.



Image credit: 

Michael Blanton

SDSS Data Release 8 (Jan. 2011)



Image credit: 

Michael Blanton

Over a Trillion Multi-color Pixels!

1.2 Billion Detections of 470M Objects.



Mapping in Three Dimensions!

Measuring spectra 

allows us to measure 

velocity and infer distance.





Plugging a Plate



BOSS Data Release 12
 BOSS is finished!

 Total footprint is 

10,400 deg2, 2.5M 

spectra.

 Data Release 12 in 

January 2015.

 Extensive data 

access tools for 

astronomers, 

students, and the 

public available at 

http://www.sdss.org



Galaxy Correlation Functions
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Acoustic Peak at z=0.57
 With SDSS-III we have a strong detection, 

yielding a 1.0% distance measurement to z=0.57.
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Acoustic Peak at z=0.32
 Also a detection in the lower redshift sample, 

giving a 2.1% distance measurement to z=0.32.
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The Lyman a Forest

 The Lya forest in each quasar spectrum tracks the density 
of the intergalactic medium along each line of sight.  

 BOSS uses a grid of sightlines can map the 3-d density at 
z>2 and search for the acoustic peak.

White (2004); McDonald & DJE (2006)

Neutral H absorption observed

in quasar spectrum at z=3.7
Neutral H simulation (R. Cen)



Mapping at High Redshift!

BOSS maps an huge 
volume of the 

Universe!

Figure credit: A. Slosar

Galaxies

Quasars



BAO in the Forest

 BOSS has now 

produced a strong 

detection (>5s) of 

the BAO in the 

correlations of the 

Ly a forest!

 Tight measurement 

of the cosmic  

expansion rate at 

z=2.4.

Delubac et al. (2014) 

BAO detection along the line of 

sight from correlations between 

140,000 z>2 quasar spectra.

Busca et al., Slosar et al. 

Delubac et al., Font-Ribera et al.



SDSS-III
2.1% to z=0.32

SDSS-III
1.0% to z=0.57

CMB
z=1000

Plus BAO in SDSS-III

Lya Forest at z=2.3



The Cosmic Distance Scale

Anderson et al. (2013)



The Cosmic Distance Scale

Anderson et al. (2013)

Planck curve is a 

Prediction, not a Fit!



Zooming In

Anderson et al. (2013)



Cosmological Implications: 

Measuring the Curvature of 

the Universe

 In General Relativity, the Universe 

can have a spatial curvature.

 Flat like a sheet of paper

 Curved like the surface of a sphere.

 Crinkled like a saddle.

 The curvature means that the 

circumference of a circle of radius 

R is not 2pR.

 The acoustic peak gives a 

wonderful measurement of this.

Image: Hinshaw/NASA



BAO Confirms Dark Energy

Green: SDSS BAO alone

Black: +CMB BAO scale

Aubourg et al. (2014)
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Cosmological Implications: 

Measuring Dark Energy

 We can ask whether the dark energy is 

constant in its energy density, as the 

cosmological constant model would predict.

 Cosmologists parameterize this as w.

 w = –1 is the cosmological constant.

 Other values mean that density is changing 

with time.



BAO supports a Flat Universe 

with a Cosmological Constant

 Searching 

cosmological 

models with both 

spatial curvature 

and evolving dark 

energy, we find 

strong agreement 

with a flat Universe 

and a Cosmological 

Constant!

Anderson et al. (2014), Aubourg et al. (2014)

Cosmological

Constant

Flat

Universe



Growth of Structure

 The growth of the amplitude of large-scale 
clustering from z=1000 to z=0 is sensitive to 
several factors.
 Expansion history.

 Admixtures of hot dark matter (e.g., massive 
neutrinos).

 Modifications of GR, such as might accompany a 
gravity-based explanation of the accelerating 
expansion.

 Because HDM effects build over time, while 
dark energy modifications might occur only 
recently, it is useful to consider measures at 
z~2 as well as z<1.



Redshift-Space Distortions

 At z<2, we want to test if structure grows at the GR-

predicted rate, even as dark energy is taking over.

 Redshift-space distortions 

are a powerful way to do 

this: we measure the 

coherence of large-scale 

velocities with the large-

scale density field, and this 

is exactly the effect that 

drives the growth of 

the density perturbations.



Redshift-Space Distortions

 The effect measures fs8.  

 Current best from BOSS is 
around 0.43 ± 0.05 (Samushia
et al. 2014, Beutler et al. 2014).

 Consistent with GR prediction 
in LCDM, albeit 1s low.

 As a measure of s8, this is not 
quite as precise as CMB 
lensing or cluster abundances. Samushia et al. (2013)

 But as a test of f = d(log D)/d(log a) at low redshift, 

this is very good, since other methods have to 

compare clustering amplitudes at two different 

redshifts.



Neutrino Masses

 Small (sub-eV) neutrino masses cause small-scale 

structure to grow more slowly than expected.

 This effect occurs cumulatively from z=1000 to today, so 

is nicely measured by comparing the amplitude of z=2 

clustering to that from 

CMB anisotropies.

 BOSS Lyman a forest clustering 

measures that amplitude.

 Find 95% upper limit of 0.14 eV

on sum of 3 neutrino masses.

 Planck 2015 CMB lensing finds

similar non-detection.

Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (2014) 



The Future of Large-Scale Structure

 BOSS has extended the cosmological legacy of 

large-scale structure maps, but there’s much more 

opportunity remaining!

Discovery Space



Coming Soon....

 Final SDSS-III BOSS 

analyses are underway.

 SDSS-IV eBOSS

started in July 2014.

 BAO at 0.7<z<2 using 

quasars and galaxies.

 HETDEX to start soon:.

 800k galaxies at z>2.

 Bold new surveys for the 

end of the decade.

 DESI aims for 35M galaxies 

and quasars out to z=3.5.

 Euclid mission to survey 

>25M galaxies at 0.7<z<2.

 WFIRST: deeper survey 

over smaller area.

 Subaru PFS, 4MOST, 

WEAVE concepts.

 21 cm instruments.

 We have only scratched the surface of what is 

possible with the study of large-scale structure!



SDSS-IV eBOSS

 SDSS-IV began last summer!  

 eBOSS:1.5M spectra over 7500 deg2, yielding

 300K Luminous red galaxies 0.6<z<0.8.

 190K Emission line galaxies 0.6<z<1 (1500 deg2).

 700K Quasars at 1<z<3.5, both as tracers of LSS 

themselves and for the Lya forest.

 Same hardware, but using new opportunities from 

WISE 3 & 4 mm imaging.

 First step for BAO into 1<z<2 window.

 2% BAO distance with ELGs and QSOs; 1% with LRGs.

 Many other opportunities in cosmology, quasar, 

and galaxy science.



eBOSS is Operating!

 Over 10% of the survey data has been 

collected.  First analyses are underway!

 Large collaboration, >50 institutions, 

driven by the wide variety of SDSS-IV 

science.

 Survey covers 2014-2020.



What’s after SDSS BOSS and eBOSS?

DESI on the Kitt Peak 4-m telescope!



Dark Energy Spectroscopic 

Instrument (DESI) 

 New instrument to study dark energy with a next-
generation spectroscopic survey.

 A telescope corrector creating an 8 deg2 FOV.

 5000 fiber positioners.

 Ten 3-arm spectrographs of medium-resolution.

 Five years of operations, covering 14k deg2.

 Major cosmology goals include

 Distance scale  to <0.3% between 0.0 < z < 1.1.

 Distance scale to <0.3% between 1.1 < z < 1.9.

 Measuring the H(z) to <1% in the bin 1.9 < z < 3.7.

 Measure the growth factor to few percent level to z=1.5.



DESI is the next big step in 

mapping the Universe in 3-d.
 15x more powerful facility than BOSS.

 5000 robotic positioners on a 4-m telescope

 35M spectra over 50 (Gpc/h)3 volume.



DESI Spectrographs

 Three-arm design to reach 

high throughput at R~4000

in the red.

 10 Spectrographs, 30 Cameras!

 First spectrograph under construction.



DESI Imaging

 DESI spectroscopic targeting will require deeper 

imaging than SDSS.

 We are now pursuing imaging programs to cover 

14,000 deg2 to g=24.7, r=23.9, z=23.0.

 DECam: 66 nights approved to cover BOSS footprint 

south of declination +30.  Observations underway!

 Bok (gr) & KPNO Mosaic (z) to cover dec>+30.  200 

nights each in final stages of approval.

 Seeking DECam time for coverage south of BOSS 

footprint.

 Reduction pipelines are being developed, 

including combination with 4-year WISE data.



DESI in Bright(er) Time

 In addition to the original dark-time program of 

higher redshift galaxies and quasars, we are 

planning observations in bright time.

 Bright Galaxy Survey: Ten million z<0.4 galaxies to 

about r=19.5 over 14,000 square degrees.

 Cosmology opportunities for growth of large-scale 

structure in the dark-energy-dominated era, as well as 

BAO, Supernova hosts, etc.  Large legacy value.

 Milky Way Survey: At least ten million stars, filling 

fibers in the BGS.

 Radial velocities and metallicities of 14<r<19 stars in the 

GAIA era.
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DESI & Growth of Structure
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DESI Programmatics
 DESI has received CD1 approval from the 

Dept of Energy! CD2 review is coming this July.

 DESI has begun construction of long-lead items, 

using institutional and foundation funding.

 Current planning schedule has installation in 

2018 and commissioning in early 2019.

 Five-year survey.

 The DESI collaboration 

continues to grow, and 

we are interested in 

adding new members.

 http://desi.lbl.gov

C1 Lens Blank



DESI Collaboration
 DESI has received funding from the U.S. Department of 

Energy, the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, the Heising-

Simons Foundation, the Science and Technologies Facilities 

Council of the United Kingdom, and from Member Institutions: 
 Aix-Marseille Univ. • Argonne National Laboratory • Boston Univ. • Brookhaven 

National Laboratory • Carnegie Mellon Univ. • CEA/IRFU Saclay • Centro de 

Investigacion y de Estudios Avanzados del IPN • Cornell Univ. • Durham Univ. 

• Ecole Polytechnique Federal Lausanne • ETH Zurich • Fermi National Accelerator 

Laboratory • Harvard Univ. • Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias • Korean 

Astronomy and Space Science Institute • Korea Institute for Advanced Study

• Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory • LPNHE • NOAC • National Optical 

Astronomy Observatory • The Ohio State Univ. • Queensland Univ. • Siena College 

• SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory • Southern Methodist Univ. • Swinburne 

Univ. • Univ. de los Andes • UK Participation Group • Univ. of Arizona • Univ. of 

Barcelona • Univ. of California, Berkeley • Univ. of California, Irvine • Univ. of 

California, Santa Cruz • Univ. College, London • Univ. of Madrid • Univ. of Michigan 

• Univ. Nacional Autonoma de Mexico • Univ. of Pennsylvania • Univ. of Pittsburgh 

• Univ. of Portsmouth • Univ. of Toronto • Univ. of Utah • Yale Univ. 



Completing the Map
 Maps from DESI, Euclid, PFS, and others will produce a 

comprehensive 3D view of large-scale structure out to z=3.



Conclusions

 Acoustic oscillations provide a robust way to 

measure H(z) and DA(z).

 BOSS has demonstrated the continuing value of 

large-scale structure for modern cosmology.

 Acoustic scale distances to z=0.57 to 1.0% and to 

z=0.32 to 2.1%.  Plus two detections at z=2.4.

 Excellent consistency with flat LCDM.

 Larger galaxy surveys such as eBOSS and 

DESI will continue this legacy, providing a rich 

view of cosmological perturbations and the 

effects of dark energy.





Response of a point perturbation

Based on CMBfast outputs (Seljak & 

Zaldarriaga).  Green’s function view 

from Bashinsky & Bertschinger 2001.

Remember: This is a tiny 

ripple on a big background.



Non-linear Structure Formation

 The acoustic signature is carried by pairs of galaxies 
separated by 150 Mpc.

 Nonlinearities push galaxies around by 3-10 Mpc.  
Broadens peak, making it hard to measure the scale.
 Non-linearities are increasingly negligible at z>1.  Linear theory 

peak width dominates.

 Moving the scale requires net 
infall on 150 Mpc scales.
 This depends on the over-

density inside the sphere, 
which is about 1%.

 Over- and underdensities
cancel, so mean shift is <0.5%.

 Simulations confirm that the
shift is <0.5%.

Seo & DJE (2005); DJE, Seo, & White (2007)



BAO in Simulations

 N-body simulations show the 

acoustic peak to be stable.

 Shifts of 0.3% at z=0, highly 

predictable.

 Halo-based galaxy bias yields 

an additional shift, of order 

0.5% for high biases.

 Effect is well matched to 2nd-

order perturbation theory 

calculation of Padmanabhan & 

White (2009).

 These shifts can be predicted 

and removed, but we’ll see a 

better way later in the talk.
Seo et al. (2010); Mehta et al. (2011) 



Virtues of the Acoustic Peaks

 The acoustic signature is created by physics at z=1000 
when the perturbations are 1 in 104.  Linear perturbation 
theory is excellent.

 Measuring the acoustic peaks across redshift gives a 
geometrical measurement of cosmological distance.

 The acoustic peaks are a manifestation of a preferred 
scale. Still a very large scale today, so non-linear 
effects are mild and dominated by gravitational flows 
that we can simulate accurately.

 Measures absolute distance, including that to z=1000.

 Method has intrinsic cross-check between H(z) & DA(z), 
since DA is an integral of H.



Real-space Clustering

DR7 Mock Catalogs Padmanabhan et al. (2012) 

r2x(r)



Redshift-space Clustering

DR7 Mock Catalogs Padmanabhan et al. (2012) 

r2x(r)



Redshift-Space Clustering 

after Reconstruction

DR7 Mock Catalogs Padmanabhan et al. (2012) 

r2x(r)



Building the Distance Scale

 SNe and BAO are highly complementary in z!



Measuring Dark Energy at z>1

 Precise H(z) at z>1 can achieve excellent 

constraints on dark energy.


